Abstract. The article deals with the heat transfer solution in the fluid flow inside a pipe, the small tube is inserted into the pipe and its axis is perpendicular to the axis of the pipe. The fluid is water, the regime of the fluid flow is turbulent. The small tube is loaded by the internal source of the heat, the power of the source is constant and homogenous over the small tube surface and the cold water cools down the small tube. The analysis of the described problem helps to design the experimental model (the heat source above all) to validate the CFD results. The work included the numeric and analytic method. The model was prepared with the aim to investigate large amount of the variants of the geometric set up (the tube and pipe diameters ratio, the geometrical aspect ratio, corresponding stabilization length of the pipe for given diameter), the flow properties (variation of the velocity values, Reynolds number) and the power of the heat source (ensuring the measurable differences of the temperatures on the tube surface, large Nusselt number). The effect of the constrained space has been observed and described, compare to the free fluid flow.
Introduction
The most important process parameter of the heat exchanger design [1] is heat transfer surface directly linked with total heat transfer coefficient and convective heat transfer coefficient respectively. The article deals with investigation of momentum and heat transfer within specific simple.
The described problem is well known and investigated for many decades [2] . The several phenomena can be observed during inertia and heat transfer in the fluid near or behind immersed body which is overflowed by fluid. Many articles exist related to experimental [3] [4] [5] or numerical investigation [6] [7] [8] of the horizontal tube inserted into the free stream of fluid for low or high Reynolds number. In the last decade the main effort was done in investigation of the heat transfer around the heated cylinder during mixed convection, i.e. forced convection with buoyancy effect. The authors of articles related to heat transfer at surface of overflowed tube applied CFD simulation very often to investigate the problem with (assumed) unconstrained surrounding, e.g. natural convection in the fluid with immersed horizontal pipe [6] [7] [8] . Many authors preferred CFD solution of the problem by own code using standard method, e.g. SIMPLE algorithm [6] or Galerkin weighted residual finite element method [7] , DNS approach [8] [9] or they were using the commercial software ANSYS [10] [11] [12] . The research devoted to stream turbulence intensity and local perturbation generated behind the cylinder or generation of unsteady wake are also frequented, both experiment [4, [13] [14] and numerical simulation [6] [7] were performed by authors.
The similar problem with heated tube in the channel investigated Bayruk [15] . The difference of the presented article is to investigate the constrained environment effect on the heat transfer coefficient. After the suitable model will be developed, the temperature probe and the experimental stand will be build up according to [16] [17] . The heated cylinder is equipped by surface thermocouples to measure the wall temperature on the cylinder perimeter, which allows to determine the local values of convective heat transfer coefficient.
Materials and methods
The small tube is inserted into the large pipe. The tube is positioned perpendicularly to pipe axis. Inner diameters of the pipe are D = 60 mm and 300 mm, outer diameter of the tube is d = 12 mm, the length of the pipe is L = 4 m, the stabilization length is 3 m, the exhaust part (behind the tube) has length 1 m. In the text of the article term "tube" represents small object inserted into the stream and term "pipe" is used for description of the channel. The physical parameters of water were used for simulation of fluid flow.
The diameters of the pipe or the ratios of the cross-section of the pipe to perpendicular surface projection of the small tube were mutually different more than five times. These geometries ensure incorporate the effect of the close environment, i.e. the effect of the pipe walls, into the final equations describing the heat transfer process under various conditions.
Numerical simulation
The models were created in the software ANSYS -Fluent 14.0. A various geometrical characteristics, flow properties and powers of heat source were applied. One diameter of the inserted tube 12 mm and two diameters of the pipe 60 and 300 mm were modeled. The model with 60 mm pipe diameter had 828 thousands of elements and with 300 mm had 1318 thousands of elements. The k-ω model with wall function SST was chosen [18] . The heat flux related to surface was set up as boundary condition to wall of the tube (small cylinder).
The simulation was performed with flow velocities 0. which corresponds to the values of total power 60 and 100 W for small diameter of the pipe and 100, 500 and 1000 W for large diameter of the pipe. The smallest value of the power of the heat source was not used in case of pipe with 60 mm diameter, because the effect of the heat source was negligible on the temperature of the fluid and observed differences between the wall temperature and the fluid temperature were too small.
Correlations
In this part the applied relations for the heat transfer coefficient determination are described. The equations were found by the literature search [1, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and they evaluate mean value of the convective heat transfer coefficient for the transversal flow over the cylinder in the unconstrained environment. The valid range of these equations was respected.
The following equations are possible to use for the fluid overflow around the pipe (1), (2) and (3) [22] , where the determining dimension is outer diameter of the tube and the determining velocity is bulk velocity of the fluid stream, the ranges of validity are as follow: equation (1a) 
Whitaker relation is also possible to use [23] 
within the range 0.67 < Pr < 380 and 3.5 < Re< 7.6 10 4 . For the perpendicular overflow around the infinite cylinder [1] 
In the literature [19] Churchill-Bernstein equation can be found 
where the values of the coefficient k and exponents m and n depend on the Re, see [19] .
Results and discussion
The results are divided into two sections which contain the simulation and the correlations results.
Numerical simulation
In the figure 1 there is presented the results for same geometry of the model, D = 60 mm, d =12 mm. The figures differ in the presentation of the contour temperature on the tube wall for the different velocities and power of the heat source. Only contour of small inserted object -tube is presented in the pictures. The mean values of heat transfer coefficient are presented in the table 1, the profile of the local values of the heat transfer coefficient is presented in the figure 2. The symmetric profile of the coefficient presented in the figure 2 was expected, according to data from literature. The perpendicular position in the tube surface is represented by angle in the horizontal axis. The peaks of local values represent the location of the boundary layer separation from the surface. The maximum values of the coefficient appear at the both border of the tube, where the effect of the pipe wall can be observed. The rest of the variations of investigated cases were performed by the same described way. 
Applied correlation
The equations (1a) to (4b) were used to evaluate the heat transfer coefficient, and the computation results are summarized in the table 2 and for each velocity the corresponded equation (validity of Re range) is used. The correlations and numerical solutions were compared. The comparison served to determine the region in which it is possible to generalize the used physical conditions and derived new equation describing investigated problem.
Suggested correlation for Nusselt number
Let assume the general equation for Nusselt number in the following common form
where constants Φ and Ψ have to be evaluated. The part d/D of equation represents the dependence both investigated geometries, ration between diameters of inserted tube and pipe. Due to the fact that there are four mutually dependent parameters, it is necessary to simplify the identification process of the parameters by the definition of several assumptions. These assumptions will make the identification process of the parameter realizable and more reliable.
For the total range of Reynolds numbers from 3000 to 320 000 we assume the value of the exponent of Reynolds number is 0.8 and is independent on the constants Φ and Ψ.
By the same method we analyzed the Prandtl number exponent. The value of this exponent oscillates around 1/3. We assume this value in the proposed equation (5).
To determine the values of constant Φ and Ψ we used the standard solver included in the common software e.g. Matlab or Excel. At the beginning we estimated initial values of the coefficients and by nonlinear regression we found out the accurate values correspond to best fit of the equation (6) and results of the simulation. The minimization of least squares was applied. 
Conclusions
The comparison of the correlations and simulation results for evaluation of the mean valued of the convective heat transfer coefficient on the tube wall with inner source of heat placed perpendicularly to the fluid stream in the pipe was performed.
From comparison it was found that the highest differences were obtained for highest values of Reynolds number. It is obviously caused by effect of the constrained space around the tube, where the modification of the velocity field by these constrains is the most significant. It can be seen from investigation that the maximum of local values of convective heat transfer coefficient appears at these locations, i.e. near the connection of the walls, where the intensity of turbulence is highest and the biggest vortices are created. Theoretically the wall connection should slow down the fluid flow due to friction of the fluid at walls, but with respect to investigated geometry the geometric layout creates small jets at the vicinity of the wall connection, which increase the heat transfer, compared to the values at the rest of geometry.
The equation for calculation Nusselt number concerning the effect of the geometrical constrains of the investigated models was proposed with respect to similar form of the equations from literature. Constants of the equation were found by regression analysis of the results obtained by simulation.
